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Motivation

Deepire [14,15] is an extension of the automatic theorem prover (ATP) Vampire [10] by machinelearned ENIGMA-style clause selection guidance [2, 6, 7, 11]. Its main distinguishing feature is
the use of a recursive neural network (RvNN) to classify clauses based solely on their derivation
history. This means that to decide whether a clause should be preferred in proof search, Deepire
does not look at the logical content of the clause as a formula, but only at its ancestors in the
derivation DAG and the inference rules that were applied to derive it.
Despite the simplicity of the approach (and its inherent inability to provide “the perfect
guidance”, even in principle), Deepire has substantially improved on plain Vampire’s performance on (1) theory reasoning problems coming from SMT-LIB [1], see [14], and on (2) formal
library export problems from the Mizar40 set [9], see [15]. On the latter benchmark, Deepire
even improved on the impressive results of ENIGMA by Jakubův and Urban from 2019 [8].
Obviously, these successes required a certain amount of tuning. In particular, one needs to
find the right balance between the capacity of the network and the time it takes to evaluate
it. (On the tested benchmarks, Deepire worked the best with clause embedding dimension
between 64 and 128, spending on average between 30 and 40 % of the prover runtime evaluating
the network.) Additionally, it is also important to select a good mixture of the traditional
heuristics for governing clause selection and the machine-learned advice. (Deepire pioneers the
use of the layered clause selection scheme [4, 5, 16] for this, in which the traditional selection
by clause’s age and weight is preserved but alternately applied to only the clauses classified as
positive by the network and to all the passive clauses; this alternation happens under a ratio,
for which our experiments established an optimal value of 2:1.)
Ultimately, however, tuning notwithstanding, given how useful it can be for guiding the
prover, a trained network represents an interesting artifact that, I believe, should be further
analyzed. The aim of this work is therefore to conduct an analysis of the best neural models
obtained in our previous work on Deepire [14, 15] and to shed more light on the reasons behind
the success of the strategies these models back up.
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The Aims

Besides simply satisfying intellectual curiosity, our main aim with the proposed analysis is to
look for general theorem proving heuristics that the training process implicitly discovered and
that could be extracted, understood by a human and adapted for the design of better theorem
proving strategies on other benchmarks. An example of the kind of a heuristic I have in mind
could be the theory distance heuristic by Gleiss and Suda [5], whose computation proceeds
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along a clause derivation in analogy to evaluation of Deepire’s RvNN. However, theory distance
was proposed before the Deepire experiments on SMT-LIB took place and it is at the moment
not clear to what degree Deepire’s network exploits the principle behind theory distance.
It can turn out, though, that no such heuristics are easily identifiable or even present in any
form. That would mean that the knowledge extracted by the network pertains exclusively to the
specific benchmark it was trained for. We might then hope to learn what were the properties of
that benchmark that Deepire exploited to tackle it well. Note that simple memorization cannot
fully explain the observed successes as there was always a significant jump between the number
of problems solved by plain Vampire (whose solutions were used to train the first model) and
the performance of Deepire using the first model, which suggests successful generalization.
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The Techniques

In the experiment on Mizar [15], the network training procedure effectively compressed 800 MB
(of disk space when zipped) worth of successful derivations into a 5 MB torch-script model file
(consisting mostly of matrix and vector parameters). Five megabytes is definitely too much to be
directly approached and analyzed manually. Therefore, I propose to use statistical techniques,
be it ad hoc ones, tailored for the particular use case, or out-of-the-box solutions marketed
under the label of explainable AI.
The “generalized age” perspective: Any clause selection heuristic that works as a function
of clause’s derivation history can be understood as generalizing the clause’s age. (At least
the way it is defined in Vampire, i.e., as the depth of the derivation DAG (only counting
generating inferences and not reductions)). We can study to what degree is the evaluation
function represented by the learned RvNN similar to the age function; for instance, asking:
• Is the evaluation function (most of the time) monotone along the derivations?1
• Does the network take into account the exact shapes of the trees2 or is it (mostly) additive?
Since the intuition behind the age heuristic is that clauses with more complex derivation DAGs
are less likely to contribute to a proof and since the training set for our network was, after all,
finite, an interesting question also arises, namely whether the network allows for a positively
classified clause of arbitrary large derivation. I will try to answer these questions in the talk.
Visualisations: A picture is worth a thousand words. Using the Graphviz library [3], I wrote
a tool for visualising Vampire’s derivations and labelling the nodes corresponding to clauses by
the RvNN’s classification judgments. Figure 1 show an example output. So far I was not able
to glimpse any revealing pattern in these, but they seem to have a certain artistic value.
XAI: What I have just described, i.e., the “quest for opening a black box”, seems to be a
perfect case for the application of the techniques of explainable artificial intelligence. I am
currently investigating whether there are methods and tools readily available to help explaining RvNNs or how to adapt the popular methods such as LIME [13] or SHAP [12] to analyze
networks coming from the Deepire setting. As part of my talk, I am planning to give a review of the most relevant XIA methods and establish to what degree these methods, coming
predominantly from the computer vision field, can be useful in our case.
1 Note

that the training examples all have a property that the parent of a positive clause is a positive clause.
computed on a DAG, mathematically, the evaluation is a function of the unfolded tree.
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Figure 1: An example derivation from the Mizar benchmark (on the problem t25 ordinal3)
evaluated by the network. Octagons mark clauses from the original proof, rectangles the remaining selected clauses, and labels without a box denote clauses that were never selected (the
most common reason being immediate reductions). Hues of blue mark clauses classified as negative, and hues of orange and red those classified as positive. Since AVATAR was used in the
proof, there is no final empty clause explicitly present (the ultimate contradiction was derived
in the SAT solver). The derivation contains both false positives and false negatives.

